The following filter dropdown menus, enable dashboard users to filter for a combination of specific data characteristics. By default, the filters are set to include all members of each category (e.g. unfiltered data).

These dropdown filters can be used in conjunction with the “Breakdown By” buttons shown below.

For example, one could choose to view data related to Staff that identify as Female and Hispanic or Latinx/e, who hold a Director/Dean or Above position at the College. This sub-group could then be visualized according to any of the breakdown categories shown below.

Clicking any one of the buttons above will change how the main visualization shows the internal color-coded divisions of that specific category (Race/Ethnicity, Sex, Manager Level or Faculty Group). By default, a breakdown of college-wide “Race/Ethnicity” categories is shown.

This breakdown feature can be used in conjunction with any of the dropdown filters shown above.

For example, one could choose to view Faculty data by Group (employment category) to see the many sub-groups visualized by color. This sub-group could then be further specified according to any of the filter dropdowns shown above.
BASIC NAVIGATION

This dashboard has tabs across the top of the screen, which correspond to different pages of information. Click a tab to move to a different view.

INFORMATIONAL FEATURES

Hovering your cursor over the help icon provides useful definitions to key group definitions used within the dashboard.

Hovering your cursor over various data points will often display additional information. This dynamic tooltip will also change as filters and selections are applied to the data.